
EASTER ISLAND SWIM 2019 

SARAH FERGUSON marathon swim application 

• Full name: Sarah Ferguson 
• Age on date of swim: 36 
• Nationality: South African  
• City & country of residence: Durban, South Africa 
• Previous marathon swims completed: Ka’iwi Channel (2017) 

1. Date: 15-03-2019 

o Start  8:07am 15th March 2019 

o Finish 3:15am 16th March 2019 

 

2. Duration: 19 hours 8 minutes  

 

3. Water temperature: 25 degrees Celsius  

 

4. Started at Hanga Roa and finished at Hanga Roa, Easter Island  

 

5. Collaborations: Navy, Hanga Roa Hospital, Nanaky yacht -Nautica Rapa Nui, Kayak Rapa Nui, 

Hotel Hotu Matua, Discover Agency,   

 

6. People on board: Sarah Houston (coach/feeder), Rentia Denissen (doctor), John McCarthy 

(safety), Marta Vigoroux (support staff), Hian Schneider (boat captain), Juan Gustavo Ogaz 

(kayak support), Te Manu ko Nui (Kayak support) Gabriel Lillo (kayak support), Erik Aleynikov 

(videography/photography), Karl Oftebro (videography/photography), Camila Ahrendt 

(independent observer). 

 

7. Independent Observer: Camila Ahrendt  (Directora Científica Plastic Oceans Chile) 

+569-56418111    camila@plasticoceans.org 

 

8. Kilometers: 63.5km 

 

9. Social Media:  

o Instagram: @sarahfergusonza @breatheocean1 @plasticoceans @plasticoceans.chile 

@oceanchild001 

o Twitter: @plasticoceans @sarahfergusonza @breatheocean1 

 

10. Media on swim: 

o https://www.businessinsider.nl/woman-swims-around-easter-island-19-hours-

record-2019-3/?international=true&r=US  

o https://www.thesouthafrican.com/sarah-ferguson-world-record-swimming-easter-

island/ 

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4e6D0X06wvs  
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SWIM LOG 

• 8.07 am: Sarah start the race from Hanga Roa  

Observations:  

Sarah Ferguson started the swim with Sarah Houston, they look happy and 

strong. Camera men are focusing on her in this moment. We have been 

prepared all the things on the yacht. This is what we have been working for a 

long time ago… and I’m so happy.  

 



 



 

 

• 9:46 am: 

Location:  

-27°,18.5655’S / -109°,4.5372’W 

Observations:  

Sarah arrives to the first difficult point of the race, called Rano Kau. Slow 

wind, the team is working well, there is a lot of energy and we are focused on 

our job. We are listening to Rapa Nui music. Sarah Houston just came into the 

yacht again after feeding Sarah Ferguson, and she tells us that Sarah F. is 



happy. So, if she is happy, we are happy as well. The kayakers change the turn 

each 1 hour. Sarah are swimming fast, average pace 2 nots or 3.3km per hour.  

John is focus, Rentia is watching to Sarah F. Marta, the captain, is super fast 

with decisions, also drives the zodiac and helps in everything. Tavo and Konui 

are the kayakers from Kayak Rapa Nui and they are so “involved” and listen 

to John with a lot of attention.  

We are impressed about the BIG waves crashing in the big walls, the image is 

scary in some moments. I can’t believe that kayak people are used to kayak in 

these spots. I would like to know how Sarah is feeling, is she seeing fish? 

Plastic?  

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

• 12:42 pm:  

Location:  

-27°,10.786’S / -109°,22.446’W 

Observations:  

Sarah F. completed the first difficult point! Much faster than we have been 

planning. She goes very well, in the same rhythm. We are in front of Vinapu. 



Sarah F. is happy and a few minutes ago she listened a rock song! Sarah H. 

went with music in the zodiac to feed her, I don’t know if its ACDC? Or 

Metallica? But it sounds great ahaha. The rest of the team is a unit and 

focussed. Tokerau boat is near of us and we are sailing in average 2 nots. The 

wind is soft, we feel grateful.  

 



 

 

 

• 14:54pm: 

Location:  

-27°,9.311’S / -109°,18.156’W 

Observations:  

We are almost in the middle of Rano Kau and Poike, 2 of the 3 difficult points 

of Rapa Nui. The sky has a few clouds. Sarah H. told me that Sarah F. is 



“working hard, not in the entire swim she is top, sometimes she just swim”. 

We are with north wind, so the waves coming directly for us. We can see the 

Poike near: The second difficult point. One of the corners of the island, in that 

point the wind is of all directions and with big waves. There is “Matapari” that 

means “The eyes of huracan”. We are eating light food, and Sarah H. is 

preparing the food and drinks for Sarah F. She is swimming fast, strong. I 

admire her deeply. I see her and I see the ocean and I can feel the connection, 

the energy…. The Mana is with us, is with Sarah.  

 



 



 

 

• 15:52pm: 

Observations:  

Sarah H. went to feed Sarah F. and she told me “now she’happy again!!!” 

(pretty smile) 

Great! So, If she is happy, we absolutely are happy.  

I can see Sarah swimming so fast and always in 2 nots. We are listening to 

jazz music (wawwwwwwww, imagine that: work for the best swim, yacht, 



sun, ocean, friends, jazz AND we make the world aware about the plastic 

pollution … I’m with the right people, I’m grateful)  

We have been feeling more wind, intense and powerful. Intense wind comes 

directly to us. We can see more and more close the Poike. The ocean is 

beautiful, big, deep… Blue in the sky, blue in the water... and Sarah is in the 

middle.  

We already can see Tongariki, with the 15 Moai…and the Rano Raraku. The 

yacht is just in front of them right now. Most of the people can see them in the 

land, in the National Park, and we can see them from the water.  

John looks focussed, calm, always watching Sarah. I guess he feels a deep 

connection right now with the ocean and with Sarah as well. Rentia also looks 

calm, watching Sarah.  

The wind is strong. Comes from many directions sometimes and the waves are 

bigger. The yacht is moving a lot, I’m in the kitchen cooking and doing things 

are in the floor ajaaj, I guess I have to cook in some other time. It’s better.  

 



 

 

• 16:56pm:  

Location:  

-27°,7.95’S / -109°,14.496’W 

Observations:  

We already in Poike, Sarah has been swimming in the same rhythm. 4 hours 

swimming from Vinapu point. We have north wind. And the waves are bigger, 

the yacht is moving a lot. It’s better not to cook right now ahahaah. I wonder 

how is Sarah’s feeling? Is she feeling the big waves? The wind? Sarah H. is 



always happy, good mood. Also a great DJ. We have been listening rock, soul. 

Such good songs!  

We are getting closer to the big Poike walls. And the waves are crashing on  

walls. Sometimes everything is white. We can listen the sound by the waves 

crashing into the walls.  

 



 

 

 



• 19:02pm:  

Location:  

-27°,5.219’S / -109°,15.043’W 

Observations:  

We are ending the Poike. Suddenly the sun is turn off. Sarah continues in 2 

nots, this is amazing. John have been diving twice. Sarah H. always keep the 

good mood and he is easy going. She’s very very nice. Every 30 minutes she 

has to go feed to Sarah and prepare 3 bottles and 1 tupper. She fastens all the 

things with a cord throws it in from of Sarah , Sarah F. eats fast and keeps 

swimming. I laugh with Wolfty, sometimes I really can’t understand his 

accent, but I try, and he tries to speak slowly. A good match ahaha  

He filmed me in a video, explaining everything that I’m watching. I love to 

transmit the things that I’m living to the rest of the people.  

Uuuuuuuuups, the yacht is moving too much. I can’t write any more. A few of 

the things in the kitchen are in the floor again.  

We can “listen” to the ocean, because the wind brings the sounds.  

 



 

(from the kitchen) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• 20:06pm:  

Observations:  

We just took our first group picture! It’s a happy moment.  

 

Suddenly I’m feeling a new sensation… The landscape is AMAZING, the 

energy is incredible. We are in front of “La Perousse”. We can see 3 hills, 

Marta tell me the names and tell me that when she was younger, every time 

that she was watching them, she thought that they were the back of the camels. 

WAW really, this is amazing. My favorite landscape since the beginning of 

the SWIM. Green hills, the sunset, the ocean is almost orange and Sarah… 

swimming against plastic, this is absolutely a great moment for all of us.  

Sarah H. is preparing all the food with so much love, and I just saw something 

deeply beautiful. She kissed one of the tuppers for Sarah. She definitely has a 

good heart.  



 

John has been swiming 3 times and he looks fascinated by the colour of the 

ocean. The moon is amazing, the view makes me feel lucky … Sarah is 

splendid swimming… she is strong, I send love to her.  

 



 

• 20:32pm:  

Location:  

-27°,4.671’S / -109°,17.438’W 

Observations:  

12 HOURS SWIMMING! We are in the middle of Poike and Ovahe. 

Bueautiful moment, this has been my favourite. I feel so much energy here. 

Also, this has been one of the most intense movements on board. The yacht is 

moving so much. There is a “north wind”. It could be for the energy… maybe. 

(L)  

I talk with Marta and Hian, they are a great people, we are connecting by the 

humor.  



 

 

• 20:38pm:  

Observations:  

There is a car “flashing it´s lights towards us” there is a signal for us! Konui 

and Tavo are flashing lights from the yacht! This is a great greeeeeat moment 

¡!! We are connected! People in the island are following and supporting us! 

And the best…. John told this to Sarah! I think she is happy too! We don’t 

know who they are, but we can feel the support and the happiness and that’s 

the best. These kinds of experiences and details make it all worthwhile 

We are talking more with Marta, Hian, Konui and Tavo, they are ao 

cooperative and always want to help in anything.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• 10:45pm: 

Observations:  

Sarah is happy with her speed, average: 2 nots.  

Sarah H. is singing nice songs and I love her good mood. A wew minutes ago, 

everyone were looking at the stars and I was thinking that we are making a 

dream come true.. Thanks Universe..  

The yacht is moving so much, the wind is increasing, we can see everything 

by the light of the moon. The waves are big and I can see the Sarah’s light 

sometimes, that make me feel calm …  

"Until the last momento I have followed Sarah´s arms and her stroke, I never 

let het out of my sight. Everytime that I was cooking, I looked through the 

window to see how Sarah was doing. 

 She doesnt needs anything more that her body, her mind, her passion and her 

soul to complete the swim.. and EVERYTHING is for talking to the entire 

world about plastic pollution…. I admire her and her team so much. And some 

of the best things that I have seen on board is the deep love that Sarah’s team 

feel for Sarah.  

 

 



• 11:36pm:  

Location:  

-27°,3.284’S / -109°,23.376’W 

Observations: 

We are near the north point of the island. THE LAST DIFICULT POINT that 

we have been studying . 

The yacht is moving more than never. There is a strong wind, here we can feel 

the power of the ocean! I wonder how is Sarah, can she feel the wind? In front 

of the island (on the right from the yacht) we can see a BIG storm coming 

directly to us! Dark clouds are on their way!  

So, Hian and Marta decided to “move away” from the island a little bit, 

because  there are many rocks and the waves are crashing strong.  

 

 

 

 

 



• 00:35am:  

Observations:  

WE CAN SEE THE HANGA ROA LIGHTS!!!!! WE ARE SCREAMING! 

WE ARE HAPPY! EVERYONE IS APPLAUDING. John is kayaking next to 

Sarah and he also saw the lights! This is a good moment! The communication 

with the kayak is constant.  

There is a thing that i’m thinking… I need “THE TOKERAU TO GET 

CLOSER TO US in case something happens in this last partk of the swim”  so 

I ask ti Marta if she can say to Tokerau that we need it closer, so we are 

talking with them now.  

 

 

**Special Observations:  

Now I’m writing this last point here in the hotel, because the last hours on 

board were so intense that I couldn’t write anything. 

“There is a situation in the water… we are worried because the “whistle” has 

been sounding times than usual, 3 whistles means trouble, an emergency, and 

we have heard it already twice! The radio is not working, and Marta goes 

VERY FAST to the kayak!  

Sarah has a problem in her “throat” , so Sarah H. is preparing glicerin and 

coco oil, also a broncodilatador. The waves are big, strong wind… we have to 

wait more.. the most important is the safety of Sarah F. …  

And its particular, because we are super near of Hanga Roa, we can see the 

lights (I ask Marta “what´s our distance” and she told me “1,7km” … I really 

want that Sarah feels good. 

Marta and I sent a messagge to Carlos, for the ambulance and we also talked 

with the Tokerau. 

 1.5km from Hanga Roa, Tavo and John are talking of how to end the swim: 

Tavo tells me his ideas and Im translating to John. Tavo says that the best way 

to end is to be in the beach of Hanga Roa and turn to the left. Because the 

waves are so big and there are rocks too.  



 

 

John is explaining that he is going to swim with her and Sarah Houston too. 

And the kayak will be next to them. We are waiting the best moment. 

“Without a doubt this experience has been the most intense of my life, I think 

we all have learned and reached our dreams"  

 

 



















 
 

 

 



 


